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A-LEVEL PAPER 3 PP1 MS

1.     (a)     M1 Cl2 (provides the pale green colour)
M1 requires the formula
M2 NaOH reacts with the acid(s)/the HCl/the HClO/H+
Ignore “reacts with the products”
Ignore “reacts with chloride ion”
Ignore “reacts with chlorine”
M3 requires a correct answer in M2
Equilibrium shifts (from left ) to right OR wtte
3
(b)     M1 A reducing agent is an electron donor OR (readily) loses/
gives away electrons
Penalise M1 if “electron pair donor”
M2 Cl2 + 2e– → 2Cl–
For M3 and M4, iodide ions are stronger reducing agents than
chloride ions, because
Ignore state symbols in M2 Accept no charge on the electron
Credit the electrons being lost on the RHS
M3 Relative size of ions/atomic radius/ionic radius
Iodide ions are larger/have more (electron) shells/levels than
chloride ions (or converse for chloride ion) OR electron(s) to be
lost/outer shell/level is further from the nucleus (or converse for
chloride ion) OR greater/more shielding
For M3 insist on “iodide ions”
M4 Strength of attraction for electron(s) being lost
Electron(s) lost from an iodide ion is less strongly held by the nucleus
compared with that lost from a chloride ion
M3 and M4 must be comparative and should refer to electrons.
(assume argument refers to iodide ions but accept converse argument
for chloride ions)
4
(c)     M1 2Cl2 + 2H2O → 4HCl + O2
Or multiples
M2 silver chloride ONLY
M2 requires a name
M3 The solid/precipitate would dissolve
OR is soluble
OR (It) forms a (colourless) solution
Mark M3 independently
Ignore “disappears”
3

(d)     Electrophilic addition
1
Mechanism:
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M2 Penalise partial charges if wrong way around, otherwise ignore
Max 3 marks for the mechanism for wrong reactant and/or “sticks” (wrong reactant could be HBr or Br2 or incorrect alkene)
M1 must show an arrow from the double bond towards one of the
Cl atoms on a Cl–Cl molecule.
M2 must show the breaking of the Cl–Cl bond.
M3 is for the structure of the carbocation with Cl substituent.
M4 must show an arrow from the lone pair of electrons on a negatively
charged chloride ion towards the positively charged carbon atom.
4
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2.      (a)     (i)      0.86 (1)

(ii)     total moles = 0.86 + 0.43 +0.085 = 1.375 (1)
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 mole fraction of H2 = file_4.png
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 = 0.625 (1)
                                                     (0.62 ‑ 0.63)
Conseq on (i)
(iii)     pp = mole fractn × total P (1)
     = 0.625 × 1.75 × 104
     = 1.09 × 104 (kPa) (1)
or 1.1(0)
Ignore units
Conseq on (ii)
5
(b)     (i)      Kp = file_6.png
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 (1)
Penalise [  ]
(ii)     Kp = file_8.png
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 = 2.37 (2.4) × 10–9  (1)
OR 2.37 × 10–15
         Units: kPa–2 (1)
or Pa–2
not conseq to wrong Kp expression
3

(c)     Isomer E: file_10.png
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          Isomer F: file_12.png
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3.   (a)     pH on the y-axis, volume of alkali on the x-axis
If axes unlabelled use data to decide that pH is on y-axis.
1
Uses sensible scales
Lose this mark if plotted paths do not cover half of the paper.
Lose this mark if the graph plot goes off the squared paper.
1
Labels the axes
Allow mark for axes labelled ‘pH’ and ‘volume’.
1
Plots all of the points correctly
1
Line through the points is smooth and has the correct profile
Ignore 0–5 cm3 section of the graph.
Lose this mark if graph is kinked or not a single line.
1
Line ignores the point at 12 cm3
Lose this mark if point clearly not treated as an anomaly.
1
(b)     (i)      24.4 cm3 ± 0.2
If no answer in (i) allow answer written on the graph.
Allow this answer only.
Do not penalise precision.
1
(ii)     12.2 cm3 ± 0.1
If no answer in (ii), allow answer written on the graph.
Allow answer to (i) divided by 2.
Do not penalise precision.
1
(iii)    3.9 ± 0.2
If no answer in (iii), allow answer written on the graph.
Consequential marking from (ii)
Lose this mark if answer not given to 1 dp.
1
(c)     pKa = – log Ka or Ka = 10x, where x = – (answer to b(iii))
1
1.26 × 10–4
3.7 to 4.1 gives Ka = 7.9 × 10–5 to 2.0 × 10–4
Consequential marking from b(i).
Correct answer without working scores 1 mark only.
Do not penalise precision.
1

(d)     Methanoic acid
Consequential marking from (c).
pKa = 3.7 gives methanoic acid.
pKa = 4.1 gives ethanoic acid.
No lucky guesses – candidates must apply answer from (c).
Do not allow answers based on data given in (f).
1
(e)     Error in using pipette is 0.2% and
Error in using burette is 0.15 × 100 / (answer to b(i))
Using 24.4 for burette gives 0.6%
Do not penalise precision.
Allow if errors are given without working.
Lose mark if the burette error is not calculated on b(i).
If the error being calculated is not stated, allow if the calculations are in the same order as in the question (pipette, burette).
1
(f)     Difference is 1.6 ×10–4 – 1.26 ×10–4 = 0.34 ×10–4
Allow consequential answer from (c).
Do not penalise precision.
0.34 ×100 / 1.6 is a 21% error
Correct final answer without working scores 1 mark.
Using 1.9 × 10–4 gives 0.3 × 10–4 and 18.8%.
1
(g)     Calibrate meter or thermostat the mixture or maintain constant temperature
Do not allow ‘repeat experiment’.
1
(h)     Mixture is a buffer
1
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4.         (a)     [Cr2O7]2- + 14H+ + 3Zn → 2Cr3+ + 3Zn2+ + 7H2O
2Cr3+ + Zn → 2Cr2+ + Zn2+ /
Ignore any further reduction of Cr2+
1
[Cr2O7]2- + 14H+ + 4Zn → 2Cr2+ + 4Zn2+ + 7H2O
Ignore additional steps e.g. formation of CrO42-
1
(b)     (ligand) substitution / replacement / exchange
Allow nucleophilic substitution
1
The energy levels/gaps of the d electrons are different (for each complex)
Ignore any reference to emission of light
1
So a different wavelength/frequency/colour/energy of light is absorbed (when d 
electrons are excited)
OR light is absorbed and a different wavelength/frequency/colour/energy (of light) is transmitted/reflected
1

(c)     E O2 (/ H2O) > E Cr3+ (/ Cr2+) / e.m.f = 1.67 V
Allow E(cell) = 1.67
1
So Cr2+ ions are oxidised by oxygen/air
Allow any equation of the form:
Cr2+ + O2→ Cr3+
1
With [Cr(H2O)6]2+ get CrCO3
If named must be chromium(II) carbonate
1
with [Cr(H2O)6]3+ get Cr(H2O)3(OH)3 / Cr(OH)3
Allow 0 to 3 waters in the complex
1
and CO2
Can score M3, M4, M5 in equations even if unbalanced
1
Cr(III) differs from Cr(II) because it is acidic / forms H+ ions
1
because Cr3+ ion polarises water
Ignore charge/size ratio and mass/charge
1
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5.   (a)     (i)      Flask with side arm
1
Buchner funnel and horizontal filter paper
Allow Hirsch funnel and horizontal filter paper.
Do not allow standard Y-shaped funnel.
If there is not a clear air-tight seal (labelled or drawn) between the funnel and the flask maximum 1 mark.
1
(ii)     Mr KMnO4 = 158(.0)
1
Mass = 0.225 × 158 / 3 = 11.9 (g)
Lose M2 if no working shown.
Allow consequential mark on an incorrect Mr for KMnO4
1
Precision mark: three significant figures
Allow if mass incorrect.
1
(iii)    (Unpleasant) taste
Ignore smell.
1
(b)     Difficult to see meniscus / line on graduated flask
Do not allow reference to over filling.
1
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